The Forge @ Ransberg
Craft a Singing Bowl
with Gabriella, Heather and Quentin
June 12 - 14, 2015
and
June 19 - 21, 2015
”These workshops provide a rare opportunity to enter into an authentic
alchemical process, whereby what outwardly appears to be a
transformation of base metal, is in effect, a transformation of ourselves.”

During the workshop you will scribe, cut, shape, fire and sink your own bowl.
Throughout these processes you will be guided not only in the physical, but
also in the metaphysical implications of making a singing bowl. Modern science
has come full circle to rediscover the wisdom of the ages: All matter is in
essence pure vibration, and intention colours form.
We will co-create and hold a focused space in order to bring forth your
instrument. This act of bringing consciousness to how we perceive and
experience sound, and our developing sensitivity to resonance, will underpin all
that we do. The workshop will come to completion with the individual
initiation and tuning of the instruments that have been created.

Registration: please find the registration form here: http://bit.ly/1FMUp4i

Gabriella has been passionate about forging, smithing and other
craft–based work since her teens. Today she works with music
and sound, facilitating groups on transformational journeys,
pilgrimages and workshops, assisting a deeper connection with
the natural world and one’s own soul resonance. She began
making her own instruments after meeting Ton Akkermans –
master coppersmith and bowl-maker - in 2003 and started training
with him. Gabriella is also a deeply intuitive sound healer/ sound
alchemist with many years experience of accompanying
individuals on their soul’s journey. Entering into the alchemical
process with the metal, the fire, the elements and the vibration of
intention and spirit through the making of the bowls has taken her
sound healing work into another dimension.

Heather holds the soul and hearth of the bowl project. She
deals with the bookings, tunes and holds the space during
workshops while providing everyone with beautiful
nourishment of body and soul. With a passion for bringing
people together, she creates a field of safety where all gifts
and felt experience may be expressed. Highly intuitive, she
is inspired and guided by her awareness that everything in
existence lives, breathes and has an intelligence that can
be engaged with – seen or unseen.

Quentin is a fine craftsman with deep intuitive faculties.
He spent his formative years in the Far East, where the
local culture left a significant impression. In 2010 he met
Ton Akkermans and since then he has been forging a
path for himself making singing bowls, tingsha and other
sound instruments, in a continual quest to encapsulate
the ineffable and mysterious “original sound”. Quentin
undertakes individual commissions and co-facilitates
bowl making workshops with Gabriella and Heather.

Beautiful stories and images from Singing Bowl Workshops:
www.resoundingearth.org

Logistics
Time:

Friday 2.30 pm - 9.30 pm; Saturday & Sunday 9.30 am - 5.30 pm
The first workshop (June 12 - 14) will include a special focus on how
the bowl-making process can support the practise of hosting
transformative conversation - priority will be given to practitioners of
the Art of Hosting and Participatory Leadership.

Venue:

Dorpsstraat 136, 3470 Ransberg - Kortenaken
(close to Diest, Tienen, St. Truiden; about an hour east of Brussels)

Fee:

£ 345 for workshop; details about costs for accommodation and
catering on the registration form

Registration: please find the registration form here: http://bit.ly/1FMUp4i

The venue is a homestead in Flanders - stewarded by Helen Titchen Beeth, Ria
Baeck, Chrisje Goris. Find more about the power of this place on the blog:
https://dorpsstraat.wordpress.com. It is the first time that this place opens its
doors for workshops.

